
When possible the first round venues 
to be selected based on rideability in 
winter conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only attended the last U9 race which 
was a bit chaotic for the kids(not the 
coaching). Maybe split the kids race in 
groups for boys and girls 

We've been doing that for the last 10 years, which is largely why we've 
never actually had to cancel an event. Reasons for picking the venue 
were a) Sandy soil, i.e. fast draining and b) Metalled woodland roads. 
This year at Hintlesham, we had an unprecedented amount of rain on 
the Tuesday before the race. In response to this we removed large 
sections of course and transferred others onto the woodland roads. 
We took constant advice from the landowner, consulted with the 
Comms team including two pre event day course inspections and all of 
the while updated online regularly. The course was risk assessed 
several times during race day and we took routine and regular rider 
reports into account when doing this. Not really sure what else we 
could have done. 
 
We walk a constant tightrope between numbers and quality of offer. 
Currently we are running at the very outside of our capacity in this 
area. Short of further limiting numbers I'm afraid there is not much 
more we can do. 

 

More events an cheaper, apart from 
that I am very happy with the racing.  

We are amateur organisers doing this as a hobby. Each race event 
requires about 6 -7 days of pre event work on an established venue 
and dozens and dozens for a new one. There are 104 weekend days 
in the year. If you care to multiply out a total of 6 -7  days per event 
plus the 2 days each event takes to run you will get a total of 90 of 
those days being used to do what we did in 2016. We currently feel 
that is enough. 
 
On average we receive £15 per rider, this is when pre season offers, 
under 9's and under 12's etc are all taken in to account. Our costs 
approx are as follows :- 

 Per Rider Cost 

Toilets £1.29 

Timing £1.62 

Land £3.00 

Club Support £1.00 

BC (inc race insurance) £3.00 

Prizes £1.69 
Insurances (Vehicles, 
public liability etc) £0.46 

First aid £1.92 

Tape £0.28 

For Everything Else £0.74 

Total £15.00 
 
Not sure what else you expect from us in this context. 
 
Our gross profit margin on Season 2016 was precisely 3%, which 
leaves us barely sufficient to fund the start of 2017 season 

 

Avoid gravel starts after 2 fairly horrible 
accidents on gravel in the last 2 
seasons. (Thetford 2015 and Calver 
Barracks 2016) Both had grass 
available to run the starts on. 

Thetford was caused by lack of barriering on the fire road, not the 
surface conditions as such. We acknowledge that, and will hold our 
hands up to it. There was no grass alternative at Thetford. Long story, 
but suffice to say what we used and what we intended to use were two 
different things. 
I'm not sure where you had in mind at Carver, but it took about a day 
to mow what we did use, We certainly could not have cleared any 
more, especially given that we have very limited access to the venue 

 

The Grand vet races should come 
more in line with NPS as they are just 
over 1 hour long not 1hr 40 as MSG is. 
Speaking to other riders I am not the 
only one thinking like this. Reagrds 

We do not run the Grand Vet races over 1 hour and 40 mins, we run 
them over a number of laps determined on the day by the 
Commissaires. With the exception of Langdon and Henham they were 
all in the 1 hour 30 min area of duration. Henham was lomger due to it 
raining on the start line and the conditions changing and Langdon was 
a calculation issue. We have always taken the race durations from the 
BC handbook. Currently there is not one for Grand vets, but prior to 
2016 it was 1hr 30 mins However, that is not our choice, and I guess 
until they advise their own commissaires differently it will remain the 

 



same. I will however raise it at the commissaires conference 

Medals not bags of shit. Not that I ever 
win anything :( 

We don't talk to you like that, and we don't take kindly to you talking to 
us that way, so please don't. 
 
For anyone else interested, the provision of prizes is an ongoing 
problem. Basically we have to offer 54 per race plus series prizes, due 
to the ridiculous category system. What that actually means is roughly 
one in 7 entries achieves a podium. Like everything else you, the 
paying punter gets to pay for prizes, so the choice is stark, either we 
increase the entry prices to give more or we don't. To date the call has 
been don't.  

 

Avoid pinch points close to the start if 
possible. Muddy conditions = crap 
racing ! 

We do, and for the record we live in the UK. Sometimes it rains, when 
it does it gets muddy. We do not have control over that. 

 

Another great series and I managed 5 
races this year and all very enjoyable. 
It was great to try a couple of new 
venues but the one at the Olympic Park 
was hugely difficult apart from making 
sure I was choosing the right line and 
there didn't seem to be enough passing 
points. Maybe his was me not getting 
there in time for the practice lap and 
not being able to ride fast enough over 
the bumps! Love racing and love the 
series. Looking forward to next year. 
Thanks to all involved. 

Thanks for choosing to race with us, you are very welcome. 
 
We are well aware of the limitations of that venue. We did announce 
pre event and on the day the reasons and logic in what we were doing. 
i.e. putting on a larger event than the venue was ever intended to 
accommodate to prove that it was usable as a race venue.  

 

A a Vet wold prefer to race earlier in 
the day. Otherwise keep up the good 
work. 

Everyone would prefer to race when they chose, but unfortunately we 
cannot accommodate everyone's wishes. The timings we use have 
been carefully worked out and experimented with over the ten years 
we have been operating and are the best fit for all of the various things 
we have to take into account.  

 

Improve the u9 and u12 tracks. A bit 
more technical than riding round a field 
lik Langdon Hill. Also a longer race 20 
mintes plus a lap again Lngdon Hill 
race was 5 minutes. a total waste of a 
2 hour drive for a 5 minute race. A 
longer more technical race would 
improve the experiance. Unlikley to 
enter again id such short races on a flat 
grass fiels 

We aim both with adult and child events to offer range of conditions 
and courses. The races are run under the British Cycling Regulations, 
the maximum for under 12's being 30 minutes. Due to the constraints 
we have on race day we advertise the under 12's at 20 minutes 
approx . This is based on the winning riders times. Langdon was won 
in 18 minutes 29 seconds. The longest period a rider was on course 
was 24 minutes and 31 seconds. The course was re jigged and 
opened  for adult practice precisely 35 seconds after that rider had 
cleared the course. We also received complaints about the limited time 
for adult practice.  Our under 12 course did not take place on a flat 
field. It actually utilised the first and last elements of the adult course, 
including the main technical feature on that course. The under 9's 
event is not intended to be fiercely competitive event, and takes place 
after a morning of coaching. Both events are run taking into 
consideration the full gamut of skills and abilities that will be taking 
part. This is precisely why we took the decision to spilt the under 12's 
offer, so that the more able could go into a more demanding under 
12's race, while the less able could participate in the deliberately less 
challenging under 9's 

 

A bit more technicality in places to 
better reward more technically able 
riders 

Further down that page you will find others suggesting we don't...... 
that tends to suggest we get the balance about right..... 

 

Ickworth parking needs addressing. 
People double parking and blocking the 
morning racers in then heading out on 
course leaving cars stranded. Also 
access route being single track but 
having two directional traffic doesn't 
work. 

We would hope that people use the grey thing inbetween their ears 
both in parking and in driving generally. This is actually the only 
comment we have ever had on the subject, but we will keep it in mind. 

 

Always a great event , oliver loves 
every venue and i enjoy helping steve 
with the coaching so we are a deffo for 

Thank you  



next season . Keep up the great work 
guys and look forward to seeing you all 
in feb 

My experience in my first year of racing 
has been mixed but on the whole I 
have really enjoyed my time. Don't 
know if this has been tried or 
suggested befor but, any chance of 
trying out a race Category that has a 
handy app eliment for weight? I.e. 
Those of us who are gifted at being 
rather heavy 15/16+ stone racing 
against those of 9/10 stone is rather 
uneven....just an idea. 

Great to have you come and race with us. We already have 18 
categories, which in our view is way too many. So if anything we would 
reduce not increase.  
 
 

 

Give the under 9s more technical 
courses 

Regarding course and the offer to younger riders. We have to take into 
account the full range of age and ability, which is why we differentiate. 
There is no reason, if the coaching staff think its appropriate that your 
child could not ride up into the Under 12's race, however, in that the 
coaches decision is final. 

 

Another coffee facility to avoid long 
queues, but thats it! 

We will discuss it with our vendors.  

More natural courses please, less 
pallets on the side of a grass bank. 
Better food/ more options on site 

None of our courses are natural, all are man made, in fact I would go 
as far as to say I am not aware of any natural trails anywhere in the 
country. We do not use pallets for anything. Where we do construct a 
feature, 99 times out 100 it is for safety reasons. For example at 
Henham this year, where the ground conditions were such that leaving 
the feature as found would have led to considerable risk to 
participants. Something we experienced the previous year and is why 
we took the decision to change it.  Or another example would the short 
bridge at Lea Valley which was to cross a French Drain at the bottom 
of a fast descent. Of occasion we will add things in where the 
topography of the area is so bland as to not offer any form of 
challenge. These are always risk assessed, and built with a very 
considerable degree of expertise and planning.  

 

i didnt know about coaching, so more 
advertising 

Or could it be more reading that is required? :-)  

There are some riders in Open who 
clearly don't belong there, without 
naming names, chatting to one rider in 
particular before a race, his comment 
was "I'll ride as fast as I need to to win". 
Really James (whoops) ought to be 
riding in the PM races. 

The open event is in essence the fun race. There are no entry criteria 
other than a bike and a helmet. Anyone can enter it and are entitled to 
do so, so despite your comments, James (whoops) is perfectly entitled 
to enter and race as he chooses, as you are. We have no plans to 
change this. We are however making representations to BC for ability 
based categories, as in our view the best racing is with your peers.  

 

Less hills more tech - not very good at 
hills! 

We have an equal number of people who argue the other way, so I 
guess we are staying as we are for now. 

 

Start the sport riders 30 secs after 
elites then leave bigger gap back to 
Vets, sport riders shouldn't catch elites 
but vets catch sport really quickly, most 
races have had elites given 1.30+ lead 
which they don't need. 

Matt will look at this for you. 
 
The commissaires decide when to start categories, we do have 
influence but we do not run the start procedure. We will take to the 
comms for 2017 and address these concerns. Thank you. 

 

Fantastic series as usual. Greatly 
appreciate your efforts 

Thank you  

more sacrifices to appeases the rain 
gods! (only joking) 

You trying finding genuine virgins these days !!  

Hintlesham being mud-logged was a 
let-down. Maybe something to put 
down to ride over would solve the 
issue? 

These things happen. There is in fact very little we can do about it 
other than what we do. It’s very rare, and that is not an accident. 

 

A morning email / Facebook post of 
pre-race conditions would be nice. 

We start on the Saturday at about 6am leaving home. We rarely finish 
before 6 pm, we start on Sunday at 6am and we usually leave the site 

 



Earlier start times for the veterans 
races as many of us have to juggle 
family commitments. More overtaking 
lines on courses like radical cycles. 

at about 6pm normally with an hour or so drive home. Very often there 
is no signal on site, so not sure that we can accommodate doing more 
than we already do, but we will consider it 

Some of the A lines on some courses 
are way too severe for some of us with 
average technical ability and nothing 
local to practice on. I for one just want 
a good race and not be worrying about 
whether or not im going to be in one 
piece for work on monday. Im 40+ 
years old and and am just getting back 
into mountain biking after 20 or so 
years. I only rode Langdon Hills this 
year which is a great example of a 
course thats got just the right level of 
natural technical, no rediculous man 
made rock gardens or other dodgey 
features. 

That's why we have B lines. You will find above others asking for more 
technicality. Ultimately its a some of the people some of the time 
issue. We try to offer as much variety as we can, and we do look to 
offer a reasonable amount of technical feature. Unfortunately in this 
region Thetford had come to represent technical, (i.e not technical at 
all) so the standards have been very low in that respect. Generally 
Langdon is perceived to be on a par with Thetford technically.  

 

Really small point but I'm 6'4" and 
some of your courses are not great for 
taller riders regarding over hanging or 
low branches. Appreciate that they are 
all very well marked but some of them 
are still difficult to navigate underneath 
with the problem worsened by an hour 
and a half of race pace action. 

Could you be more specific? All courses are checked by the 
commissaires prior to being opened to riders and they are very 
conscious of low overhanging branches. So a bit surprised to hear 
that.   

 

I am a weak rider in the Juvenile class 
and I normally come in the last handful, 
but do complete it. I know I can't 
compete to win but set myself different 
targets. My targets are to complete the 
course, do A lines, push myself, but 
most importantly enjoy the whole 
experience. I have loved the variety of 
the venues, new experiences and the 
atmosphere. I have really enjoyed 
every venue and wouldn't want to risk 
changing anything because of that. 

Thank you for that.   

I have just turned 7 years old and love 
it. I would like to race once a month 
throughout the year. I would like the 
race course to be more technical and 
offer A & B lines, that would be great! 
Sometimes when there are technical 
bits the weak riders stoop holding up 
better riders, so an A & B line would 
stop that. We might have to slow down, 
but not stop. More verity where 
possible, not just grass. The tracks 
could be a bit longer or an extra lap. 
Lee valley, Hadleigh Park and Carver 
Barracks were brilliant. I didn't go to 
Thetford or Radical bikes. Coaches are 
really good and nice. Think MSG 
makes me feel ecstatic........... p.s. This 
is what my son said, word for word! As 
a parent I would like to add my thanks 
it has been fantastic for the whole 
family. I agree that A&B lines would be 
good if possible, but otherwise I 
wouldn't want to risk changing a 
formula which clearly works! Only point 
of concern is that dogs in the under 9's 
area has caused problems on more 
than one occasion. Owners nearly 
came to blow after a sickening dog 

Really great to have feedback from one of our younger riders and you 
are always very welcome at our events.  
 
We will discuss the dogs issue with Steve. Certainly wasn't aware of 
anything of that nature. 
 
Regarding course and the offer to younger riders. We have to take into 
account the full range of age and ability, which is why we differentiate. 
There is no reason, if the coaching staff think its appropriate that your 
child could not ride up into the Under 12's race, however, in that the 
coaches decision is final. 

 



fight, and twice I have seen dogs jump 
up and young children. I don't know if 
this can be addressed. Many thanks for 
all of your time and efforts, it's brought 
so much joy and great experiences to 
all of our family 

Happy as it is, my first atempt at 
something like this this year & as it was 
a late decision to try had a lot of date 
clashes but found the atmosphere at 
the rounds enjoyable & always had 
good encouragement at each round so 
looking forward to 2017, keep it up lads 
cheers 

Thank you  

One thought would be 'spectator areas' 
so features (like we have now) where 
spectators get pointed to, i.e. so they 
know where to go. Ickworth is a good 
one, with the bomb hole near the 
pits/start but Langdon had hardly 
anyone trackside simply because they 
wouldn't know the track was just in the 
trees across the field. Just a thought 
and I know that would mean 
considering keeping them off track, but 
just a general point in the right direction 
and a load of tape type deal. Could 
even add it into the Event programme, 
which would also be cool to have a little 
overview map plus elevation view, 
something easily copy and pasted from 
Garmin - that would be a nice touch. 
Hope to see more of you guys in 2-17 
Cheers Daza 

We start at 6am on a Saturday and we finish at 6pm or later, we start 
at 6am on the Sun day and we finish at 6pm or later..... Very difficult to 
trace those extra hours in the day, however if you want to take on the 
extra responsibility I quite agree it would be beneficial. 

 

Longer laps would reduce crowding on 
the course and make the whole 
experience more enjoyable for both 
lapping and lapped riders. It seems daft 
that regional events are subjected to a 
format intended to make Olympic races 
more suitable for TV broadcast. 

The stipulation for course length is 50 riders per mile of course. Our 
courses are based on that and rarely actually get close to it in terms of 
numbers per mile. Longer courses are much harder to find, and 
therefore it would very much be a retrograde step to go for that. Think 
yourself lucky we don't go for 500 riders on a 6 mile course as some 
promoters' have been known to do!!  

 

I've rated Hildersham with low scores 
mainly because the weather conditions 
made the racing extremely difficult. 
What happened to Shouldham W? 

Shouldham Warren was being harvested/thinned this year. We 
probably won't be going back in the foreseeable future as the Kings 
Lynn Club have now graduated to running their own series so we 
wouldn't want to steal their thunder. 

 

More signage showing suggested view 
points for spectators. Maybe a rough 
distance/ walking time as well. Nothing 
to elaborate just a couple of chalk 
board signs or something. 

We start at 6am on a Saturday and we finish at 6pm or later, we start 
at 6am on the Sun day and we finish at 6pm or later..... Very difficult to 
trace those extra hours in the day, however if you want to take on the 
extra responsibility I quite agree it would be beneficial. 

 

Stop riders with race licences/ranked 
points entering open cat and spoiling 
the fun and affecting overall series 
results by taking easy wins, felt like not 
entering after seeing who had signed 
up, knowing they would just sandbag 
and win every time despite they are a 
known Vet cat rider with backing etc, 
needs to be control in some way. 

The open event is in essence the fun race. There are no entry criteria 
other than a bike and a helmet. Anyone can enter it and are entitled to 
do so, so despite your comments, James (whoops) is perfectly entitled 
to enter and race as he chooses as you are. We have no plans to 
change this. We are however making representations to BC for ability 
based categories, as in our view the best racing is with your peers. 

 

I think Round 1 & 2 are to early in the 
season. 

Well you'll not be liking this year then!   

One race could be MTB marathon style 
to vary events 

Its an XCO series......  



the last race clashes with cx, which a 
lot of riders race both series would be 
great to bounce the last 2 races up 2 
weeks 

Well you'll be liking this season then.....  

Hi great season great locations just 
great MSG , although I missed the last 
two rounds through illness I had the 
greatest fun all season . I just have one 
comment on A & B & C routes they 
need to be where it is possible to build 
in to make it more of an advantage to 
take the A line . Just keep doing what 
your doing is fantastic well done , Alan 
Gardner. 

Thank you and great to have you attend. 
 
The difficulty here is to do that while not making it such a penalty that it 
encourages riders who shouldn't to risk taking it. When you factor in 
the geography I guess what I'm saying is frankly its bloody difficult and 
we don't always get it right. 

 

Thought Carver Barracks was 
outstanding! 

Thank you  

i think trophies instead of the goody 
bag 

The provision of prizes is an ongoing problem. Basically we have to 
offer 54 per race plus series prizes, due to the ridiculous category 
system. What that actually means is roughly one in 7 entries achieves 
a podium. Like everything else you, the paying punter gets to pay for 
prizes, so the choice is stark, either we increase the entry prices to 
give more or we don't. To date the call has been don't. 

 

Bring back Shouldham Warren as an 
event. 

Shouldham Warren was being harvested/thinned this year. We 
probably won't be going back in the foreseeable future as the Kings 
Lynn Club have now graduated to running their own series so we 
wouldn't want to steal their thunder. 

 

I was critical of last year, not this year 
tho, loved it, perfect balance. I wouldn't 
have the first course as the first event 
next year mind. That was a bit sticky. 
Well done guys! 

Thank you and great to have you along. 
 
As a note it rains all year round you know.... actually the wettest 
months are usually May/June 

 

The grand vets race was too long 
compared to other series & the NPS 
races. 

We do not run the Grand Vet races over 1 hour and 40 mins, we run 
them over a number of laps determined on the day by the 
Commissaires. With the exception of Langdon and Henham they were 
all in the 1 hour 30 min area. Henham was due to it raining on the start 
line and the conditions changing and Langdon was a calculation issue. 
We have always taken the race durations from the BC handbook. 
Currently there is not one for Grand vets, but prior to 2016 it was 1hr 
30 mins However, that is not our choice, and I guess until they advise 
their own commissaires differently it will remain the same. I will 
however raise it as the commissaires conference 

 

Despite trying to contact via the 
website and email received no 
response. My wife finally Managed to 
get a response via Facebook. We had 
per booked for race but my son broke 
his wrist the Sunday before. Although 
we didn't expect a refund, we did hope 
to get deferreds entry to next race. 
Puts us off pre booking in future. A 
shame, as up to that point we had been 
really impressed. 

Both email accounts are monitored 24/7 and usually answered in 
minutes. If we haven't received an email we won't answer it obviously, 
Our website was hacked at some point in September 2016, which 
necessitated a rebuild so it may have been at that time. However we 
do also have a Facebook page where the general response time is in 
the order of 3 minutes so given email, website and FB what else would 
you suggest?  
Regarding refunds, our policy is as stated on our website as follows:- 
We offer full refunds of online race entries up to a fortnight before the 
event (e.g. should the event be on the 9th April then refunds will only 
be offered up to midnight on the 26th March 2016). After this point we 
cannot offer a refund, however we will happily move your race entry to 
another round at no extra cost up to the pre-entry closing time (no 
entries can be transferred to the 2017 season). Once pre-entry has 
closed there is no more that we can do as funds are committed to pay 
for the event. 

 

Your events a great. Stop building 
features, use what nature gave us. 
Leave XCO to BC 

Thank you. 
None of our courses are natural, all are man made, in fact I would go 
as far as to say I am not aware of any natural trails anywhere in the 
country. We do not use pallets for anything. Where we do construct a 
feature, 99 times out 100 it is for safety reasons. For example at 
Henham this year, where the ground conditions were such that leaving 
the feature as found would have led to considerable risk to 

 



participants. Something we experienced the previous year and is why 
we took the decision to change it.  Or another example would the short 
bridge at Lea Valley which was to cross a French Drain at the bottom 
of a fast descent. Of occasion we will add things in where the 
topography of the area is so bland as to not offer any form of 
challenge. These are always risk assessed, and built with a very 
considerable degree of expertise and planning.  
 
In case you were unaware this is an XCO race series..... 

 


